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Abstract. The voice embodies three sources of information: speech, the identity, 
and the emotional state of the speaker (i.e., emotional prosody). The latter feature is 
resembled by the variability of the F0 (also named fundamental frequency of pitch) 
(SD F0). To extract this feature, Emotional Prosody Measurement (EPM) was 
developed, which consists of 1) speech recording, 2) removal of speckle noise, 3) a 
Fourier Transform to extract the F0-signal, and 4) the determination of SD F0. After 
a pilot study in which six participants mimicked emotions by their voice, the core 
experiment was conducted to see whether EPM is successful. Twenty-five patients 
suffering from a panic disorder with agoraphobia participated. Two methods (story-
telling and reliving) were used to trigger anxiety and were compared with 
comparable but more relaxed conditions. This resulted in a unique database of 
speech samples that was used to compare the EPM with the Subjective Unit of 
Distress to validate it as measure for anxiety/stress. The experimental manipulation 
of anxiety proved to be successful and EPM proved to be a successful evaluation 
method for psychological therapy effectiveness. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Already more than a century ago Helmholtz [1] noted that one’s state of mind is mirrored 
by characteristics of one’s voice. Since half a century [2,3,4] the research towards 
expression of emotions increased. In 1956 Brunswik [5] introduced his lens model of 
perception, which is modified to a model of vocal communication of emotion [6,7]. 
Nowadays we know that minute inter- and intra-individual variations of the generic 
structure of speech indeed carry useful information [8]. This empowers us to recognize 
individuals and emotional states by voice [9]. 
 The rapid variations in various acoustic parameters of human speech enable us to 
provide additional information next to speech itself [4]. The source of all this information is 
exhaled air from the lungs that provides power to drive oscillations of the vocal folds (or 
‘vocal cords’), which are located in the larynx.  
 The rate of vocal fold oscillation (respectively, about 100 Hz in adult men and about 
200 Hz in adult women) determines the F0 (also named fundamental frequency of pitch) of 
the sound thus produced. The acoustic energy generated then passes through the vocal tract 
(the pharyngeal, oral and nasal cavities), where it is filtered, and finally gets out to the 
environment through the nostrils and lips. This filtering process plays a crucial role in 
speech. The filtering is accomplished by a series of bandpass filters, which are termed 
formants. The formants modify the sound that is emitted, allow specific frequencies to pass 
unhindered, and block the transmission of others. Formants are determined by the length 
and shape of the vocal tract, and are rapidly modified during speech by moving the 
articulators (tongue, lips, soft palate, etc.). 
 It is important to note that these formants are independent of the F0. The F0 is 
determined by the vibration rate of the vocal folds (the source). Formants, on the other 
hand, are determined by the vocal tract (the filter). The independence of source and filter is 
one of the key insights of modern speech acoustics [10].  
 The present study focuses on F0, which carries the affective information of one’s 
voice, i.e., the emotional prosody [11]. Prosody is the “rhythmic and intonational aspect of 
language”1. Emotional prosody is a set of acoustic parameters of speech directly influenced 
by affect such as mean amplitude, segment and pause duration, mean F0, and F0 variation 
(see [12] for a review on acoustic parameters). It allows the listener to infer much of the 
speaker’s affective state [12]. In literature F0 is most often mentioned as the most 
successful measure for the determination of emotional prosody. We have, therefore, chosen 
to use F0 for Emotional Prosody Measurement (EPM) on behalf of psychological therapy 
evaluation. 
Until now, psychologists use mood evaluation scales and psychiatric diagnoses [13] 
to assess personality or mood. However, multiple sources of potential error are associated 
with these techniques, particularly in relation to the ability and willingness of persons to 
communicate about their actual state of mind [14].  
A more reliable method is the degree of subjective arousal experienced by a client. 
This can be measured by means of a clinical self-evaluation test: the Subjective Unit of 
Distress (SUD) [15]. It consists of a score form on which the participant can mark his or her 
level of experienced tension, on a scale of 1 to 10. 
 
 
2. Emotional Prosody Measurement (EPM) 
 
We will now discuss how to do EPM in general. In addition, we discuss the mainly 
automated procedure to follow for such a psychological therapy evaluation method. 
A sample of speech has to be (preferably digitally) recorded. If present, speckle 
noise and other voices have to be removed. Optionally, a Low Pass Filter (LPF) can be 
applied. A Fourier Transformation is applied to extract the F0-signal from the (complete) 
speech signal. Last, the variability of the F0 should be determined by, for example, the 
standard deviation (SD) of the F0-signal (SD F0). See also Figure 1 for the EPM 
processing scheme. 
For therapy-evaluation at least two speech samples are needed. For example, during 
the take-in or during the first therapy-session (at the start of the treatment) a first recording 
could be made. A second recording could, for example, be made during the tenth session, 
when progress is expected or when therapy is ended. The EPMs of both recordings should 
be compared using statistics to determine whether a difference is present in the F0-signal. 
Preferably, the subject of speech should be the same; for example, the problems that 
initiated the treatment. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Processing scheme for Emotional Prosody Measurement (EPM). 
 
                                                 
1 Source: Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, URL: http://www.m-w.com . 
 
3. Applying EPM on Mimicked Emotions 
 
So far, the use of EPM in therapy evaluation is only made plausible and has not been 
proven. In multiple studies done in the past [12] actors were asked to induce emotions. In 
our study, however, the six participants (both men and women; age 20-50) were not skilled 
in expressing emotions by voice. They were asked to read aloud a story in a sad and in a 
happy manner. The difference between both conditions was as clear as it was consistent 
between the participants (e.g., see Figure 2).  
 These findings are in line with the existing theoretical distinction of emotional and 
emotive communication [16]. Emotional communication is a type of spontaneous, 
unintentional leakage or bursting out of emotion in speech, while emotive communication 
has no automatic or necessary relation to 'real' inner affective states, but is a strategic 
signalling of affective information in speaking [17]. Mimicking of emotions triggers 
emotive communication, where our interest is emotional communication. 
So, this approach was in our opinion not satisfying since it was far from being 
ecological valid. Mimicking sad and happy speech should be considered as emotive 
communication. Hence, it does not resemble sad and happy speech as it is in real life 
situations (i.e., emotional communication). Therefore, an experimentally controlled and 
ecological valid research method was developed. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  The raw F0-signals of respectively a mimicked happy (left) and mimicked sad (right) 
voice. 
 
 
 
4. Method of Validation of EPM for Therapy Evaluation 
 
4.1. Design and Procedure 
 
Despite appealing results in the pilot study, another method for the validation of EPM for 
psychological therapy evaluation needed to be designed. Two methods emerged: 1) Telling 
stories, which do invoke true emotions, resulting in emotional communication and 2) 
Triggering real emotions by reliving of experiences.  
A trade-off between both methods was hard to make, since the first could be 
controlled very nicely and the second would be an ultimate attempt in doing ecological 
valid research [12]. Therefore, we have chosen to include both methods as two more or less 
separate blocks within one experiment. Both before and after these two blocks a neutral 
story should be read as baselines. The baselines, a pre-test and a post-test condition, were 
used to measure changes in participants' behaviour during the intervening time of the main 
experiment. Each of the blocks consists of an anxiety triggering condition and of a neutral 
or even happy condition.  
The fictive stories used in the main experiment, that had to be read aloud by the 
participants, were controlled both on both syntactic structure and on the complexity of the 
line of story. The words used were also controlled on the frequency of appearance in 
everyday use and on complexity of pronunciation. Additionally, the stories were controlled 
for being respectively anxiety triggering (by use of anxiety triggering words) and being 
neutral. For the full stories we refer to [18]. 
The anxiety triggering conditions should be compared with a take-in or a first 
therapy session in which the trauma is discussed. The neutral or even happy conditions 
should be comparable with a moment in therapy when the trauma is (partly) relieved. This 
made sense because the anxiety and the accompanying stress should be declined when a 
trauma is (partly) relieved. 
To control for effects due to the order of the conditions, the two condition blocks, as 
well as the two conditions within them, were counterbalanced across clients. The 
experienced stress was measured by the SUD. For each minute the subjects were asked to 
grade the degree of experienced distress on a scale from 1 to 10. During the complete 
experiment one continuous recording was made. However, to make a one-on-one mapping 
between EPM and SUD possible, the phases of recording during the four core conditions of 
the experiment were divided in samples of one minute of speech each, making up a total of 
twelve speech samples. The complete experiment, including practice session and baselines, 
took about 40 minutes. After completion the result was a unique database of speech 
samples, extremely useful for EPM [19]. 
 
 
4.2. Participants and Apparatus 
 
Twenty-five Dutch females (average age of 38) participated. All subjects were diagnosed as 
having a Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia. They suffer of recurrent and unexpected Panic 
Attacks. These are accompanied by anxiety about, or avoidance of, places or situations 
from which escape might be difficult or in which help may not be available in the event of 
having a Panic Attack or panic like symptoms [20]. This group of clients was relatively 
sensitive to stress inducing factors and did have a low threshold for becoming stressed. This 
made this group an ideal group of participants for the reliving block, In addition, they were 
also expected to react on the anxiety-triggering words embedded in the anxiety-triggering 
story. 
All participants took part in the experiment on a voluntary basis, with consent for 
the audio recording of the experimental session and the use of these recordings for 
scientific research. The specific goal of the experiments was revealed neither before nor 
after the sessions. However, a more general aim of the study, i.e. the improvement of 
therapy evaluation techniques, was indicated in advance. 
The recording equipment consisted of a personal computer, a microphone pre-
amplifier, and a microphone. The recording was done with a sample rate of 44.1 kHz, mono 
channel, with a resolution of 16 bits. The recordings were divided in files of approximately 
one minute of speech (for more info see [18]). 
 
 
5. Results 
 
5.1. Validation of the Experimental Manipulation of Stress 
 
We analyzed the SUD data by means of a Repeated Measures Multivariate ANOVA to 
determine if the manipulation of stress has been successful. A strong difference in SUD 
was found between the two blocks (F(1,23)=8.176, p<.009). In addition, a main effect 
between the conditions within the blocks was found, which indicated that our experimental 
manipulation of stress in the experiment was effective (F(3,21)=14.908, p<.001). On 
average, the SUD in the stress triggering conditions (3.76) was higher than in the neutral 
conditions (2.83). The SUD generally increased over time in the stress triggering 
conditions, while it decreased in the neutral conditions. Hence, the database of speech 
samples was validated for research towards EPM as a therapy evaluation method. 
 
 
5.2. Validation of EPM as a Therapy Evaluation Method 
 
The SD F0 data was analyzed by means of a Repeated Measures Multivariate ANOVA to 
determine its behaviour compared to the SUD. In the story telling block, the average SD F0 
of the stress triggering condition (36.93) was lower than that of the neutral condition 
(39.78) (F(1,20)=13.229, p<.002), while no difference was found between the two 
conditions in the reliving block. 
An additional Repeated Measures Multivariate ANOVA, both including Condition 
and Time as within participant factors, was performed for both blocks. The average values 
of both measures in the story telling block showed an opposite relation between both 
conditions (r= -0.82, p<.022, n=6).  
The SUD was lower in the neutral condition (2.70) than in the stress triggering 
condition (3.52) (F(1,23)=4.417, p<.047), whereas for the SD F0 an opposite effect was 
found. These findings were, however, not clearly present in the reliving block. An 
additional analysis resolved that the order of conditions did have a strong influence on the 
measured SD F0 (F(21,32)=4.021, p<.001). 
In a subsequent analysis we, therefore, analyzed the four conditions using their 
order of appearance for each participant as a criterion. With this the difference in 
experimental manipulation between both the blocks and the conditions within them was 
more or less ignored. So, the focus of interest lies solely on the comparison of both 
measures during and between the conditions over time. 
During all four core conditions a sharp increase in SUD was present 
(F(1,23)=9.953, p<.001). In three of the four core conditions, the SD F0 showed a sharp 
and almost linear decrease (F(1,23)=5.618, p<.007). In addition, a clear and stable increase 
in SD F0 was present during all five breaks between the sequential conditions 
(F(1,23)=9.138, p<.006). 
 A significant correlation of -0.59 (p<.023, n=12) was found between SD F0 and 
SUD over all four conditions. An even stronger correlation arose between SUD and SD F0 
of -0.88 (p<.011, n=6) for the first block, while a correlation of -0.69 (p<.064, n=6) was 
found for the second block (see Figure 3). 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
The experimental manipulation of anxiety/stress has been very successful, which resulted in 
a database with speech samples suitable for doing research in EPM. However, stronger 
induced effects on the SUD were present in the reliving block than in the story telling 
block. This is in accordance with previous findings [21,22] that emotions experienced in 
more realistic conditions are much stronger than those in experimental conditions. 
The comparison of both SUD and EPM revealed the expected behaviour in the story 
telling block. In the reliving block, however, initially no difference was found in the SD F0 
between the stress triggering condition and the neutral condition, which contradicted the 
data of the SUD. However, the difference in measured tension by the EPM and the SUD in 
the reliving block can be explained by referring to the intensity of the emotions triggered 
during the two conditions. In both stress triggering conditions of both blocks the increasing 
degree of tension can be ascribed to the stress triggered by anxiety; in the neutral reliving 
condition, on the other hand, an intense reliving of positive emotions was present that also 
resulted in a high degree of (positive) tension. According to the EPM, only in the neutral 
story telling condition a relief in tension was present.  
So, we may conclude that the EPM did measure the amount of tension, but does not 
discriminate tension as a consequence of pleasant or non-pleasant emotions. The SUD on 
the other hand, does react on differences in the source of tension. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The average normalized Subjective Unit of Distress (SUD) 
and the Emotional Prosody Measurement (EPM) by the standard 
deviation of the F0 (SD F0) of 12 minutes of 'clean' speech-samples 
during the experiment.
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An additional post-hoc test showed that the order of presentation of the conditions had an 
effect on the EPM. We, therefore, checked how the degree of tension experienced by the 
participants varied across the session not just across blocks but from minute to minute, 
using both the SUD and EPM. A strong effect of time on the observed degree of stress, as 
indicated by both measures, was found. Whereas the degree of stress measured by SUD and 
EPM slowly declined across the experiment as a whole, the stress experienced by the 
participants, according to both measures, increased time and again during the different 
conditions of the experiment and decreased in the time between the conditions (see Figure 
3).  
With this analysis the opposite behaviour of both SUD and the variability of F0 
became even evident. However, this pattern of changes in the EPM was somewhat less 
clear in the second block. Possibly, the long duration of the experiment gradually resulted 
in less concentration, leading to a decline in the intensity of experienced emotions in the 
second half of the experiment.  The analysis of SUD and EPM across time validated the 
EPM as an indicator for the presence of anxiety/stress and thus confirmed the importance of 
research with respect to (indirect) physiological measures, such as the EPM, for the 
diagnosis of people's emotional and mental state. 
 
 
7. Discussion 
 
The incorporation of direct physiological measures (EMG, EEG, etc.) is not easy from 
practical, technical, and financial points of view and clients feel uncomfortable when they 
are connected to all kinds of machinery. Audio recordings and their automated analysis, on 
the other hand, do not lead to discomfort and are suitable in a wide range of settings. They 
require only a small endeavour of the therapist and provide him a powerful additional 
diagnostic tool. 
Other potential benefits of EPM, lie in the determination of the coping style of 
clients and in the determination of the severity of clinical disorders. Additionally, the EPM 
can probably make a differentiation between emotive and emotional communication. 
Note that the main strength of the EPM lies not in making the distinction between 
emotional states, but in measuring the intensity of emotions. This is conform previous 
findings, which state that the variability of F0 mirrors the amount of anxiety/stress present 
[12]. The main strength of the SUD (Subjective Unit of Distress), on the other hand, was 
that it makes the distinction between levels of experienced (dis)comfort with the emotions. 
In combination, the two measures can, therefore, make a complete and reliable diagnosis of 
both the coping style and the emotional well being of persons. 
Another perspective is that of ‘normal’ communication. People have the ability to 
take into account the emotional state of their partner in conversation, which makes it 
possible to adapt their communication style. Integration of EPM with speech recognition 
techniques could advance human-computer interaction by way of speech [19,23,24,25,26]. 
So, we can conclude by stating that a unique experimental setup was presented that 
resulted in a database of both experimentally controlled and ecological valid speech 
samples. This was of the utmost importance, since research depends on it [19]. It was used 
to prove that EPM (preferably combined with SUD) is an objective, easily usable (e.g., 
compared to [27]), and enormously powerful evaluation method for a wide range of settings 
[19,23,24,25,26], such as psychological therapy [28]. 
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